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Abstract

Reasoning is central to human intelligence.001
However, fallacious arguments are common,002
and some exacerbate problems such as spread-003
ing misinformation about climate change. In004
this paper, we propose the task of logical005
fallacy detection, and provide a new dataset006
(LOGIC) of logical fallacies generally found007
in text, together with an additional challenge008
set for detecting logical fallacies in climate009
change claims (LOGICCLIMATE). Detecting010
logical fallacies is a hard problem as the model011
must understand the underlying logical struc-012
ture of the argument. We find that existing pre-013
trained large language models perform poorly014
on this task. In contrast, we show that a sim-015
ple structure-aware classifier outperforms the016
best language model by 5.46% on LOGIC and017
4.51% on LOGICCLIMATE. We encourage fu-018
ture work to explore this task as (a) it can serve019
as a new reasoning challenge for language mod-020
els, and (b) it can have potential applications in021
tackling the spread of misinformation.1022

1 Introduction023

Reasoning is the process of using existing knowl-024

edge to make inferences, create explanations, and025

generally assess things rationally by using logic026

(Aristotle, 1991). Human reasoning is, however,027

often marred with logical fallacies. Fallacious rea-028

soning leads to disagreements, conflicts, endless029

debates, and a lack of consensus. In daily life, fal-030

lacious arguments can be as harmless as “All tall031

people like cheese” (faulty generalization) or “She032

is the best because she is better than anyone else”033

(circular claim). However, logical fallacies are also034

intentionally used to spread misinformation, for in-035

stance “Today is so cold, so I don’t believe in global036

warming” (faulty generalization) or “Global warm-037

ing doesn’t exist because the earth is not getting038

warmer” (circular claim).039

1Our dataset and code will be available upon acceptance.

She is the best because she is better than anyone else.

Every time I wash my car, it rains. So me washing my car
has a definite effect on weather.

Example of Circular Reasoning

Example of False Causality

Extreme weather-related deaths in the U.S. have
decreased by more than 98% over the last 100 years. ...
Global warming saves lives. 

From the article: "There Is No Climate Emergency"  
(washingtontimes.com) 

Example of False Causality
With a Challenge Set:

Our Dataset:

Figure 1: Our dataset consists of general logical fallacies
(LOGIC) and an additional test set of logical fallacies in
climate claims (LOGICCLIMATE).

In order to detect such fallacious arguments, we 040

propose the task of logical fallacy detection. Log- 041

ical fallacy detection methods can be helpful to 042

tackle important social problems. For instance, 043

these methods can be combined with fact-checkers 044

(Riedel et al., 2017; Thorne et al., 2018) for misin- 045

formation detection as many claims can be factually 046

correct but still fallacious. However, logical fallacy 047

detection is challenging as it requires a model to 048

discover egregious patterns of reasoning (Johnson 049

and Blair, 2006; Damer, 2009). 050

To address this pressing need and encourage 051

more work to detect reasoning flaws, we construct 052

a dataset of logical fallacies, consisting of general 053

logical fallacies (LOGIC), and a challenging extrap- 054

olation set of climate claims (LOGICCLIMATE), 055

as shown in Figure 1. We find that this task is chal- 056

lenging for 12 pretrained large language models, 057

whose performance ranges from 8.62% to 53.31% 058

micro F1 scores on the LOGIC dataset. 059

By analyzing our collected dataset, we identify 060

that logical fallacies often rely on certain false pat- 061

terns of reasoning. For example, a typical pattern 062

in false causality in Figure 1 is “α co-occurs with 063

β ⇒ α causes β.” Motivated by this, we develop 064
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Logical Fallacy Examples
Faulty General-
ization (18.01%)

“I met a tall man who loved to eat cheese. Now I believe that all tall people like cheese.”
“Sometimes flu vaccines don’t work; therefore vaccines are useless.”

Ad Hominem “What can our new math teacher know? Have you seen how fat she is?”
(12.33%) “I cannot listen to anyone who does not share my social and political values.”
Ad Populum “Everyone should like coffee: 95% of teachers do!”
(9.47%) “Killing thousands of people as a result of drug war campaign is not a crime to humanity because millions

of Filipino support it.”
False Causality “Every time I wash my car, it rains. Me washing my car has a definite effect on the weather.”
(8.82%) “Every severe recession follows a Republican Presidency; therefore Republicans are the cause of reces-

sions.”
Circular Claim “J.K. Rowling is a wonderful writer because she writes so well.”
(6.98%) “She is the best candidate for president because she is better than the other candidates!”
Appeal to
Emotion

“It is an outrage that the school wants to remove the vending machines. This is taking our freedom
away!”

(6.82%) “Vaccines are so unnatural; it’s disgusting that people are willing to put something like that in their
body.”

Fallacy of “Why are you worried about poverty? Look how many children we abort every day.”
Relevance
(6.61%)

“Why should we be worrying about how the government treats Native people, when people in our city
can’t get a job”

Deductive
Fallacy

“It is possible to fake the moon landing through special effects. Therefore, the moon landing was a fake
using special effects.”

(6.21%) “Guns are like hammers—they’re both tools with metal parts that could be used to kill someone. And yet
it would be ridiculous to restrict the purchase of hammers, so restrictions on purchasing guns are equally
ridiculous.”

Intentional
Fallacy
(5.84%)

“No one has ever been able to prove that extraterrestrials exist, so they must not be real.”
“It’s common sense that if you smack your children, they will stop the bad behavior. So don’t tell me not
to hit my kids.”

Fallacy of
Extension

“Their support of the discussion of sexual orientation issues is dangerous: they advocate for the exposure
of children to sexually explicit materials, which is wrong.”

(5.76%) “They say we should cut back the defense budget. Their position is that they want to leave our nation
completely defenseless!”

False Dilemma “You’re either for the war or against the troops.”
(5.76%) “ I don’t want to give up my car, so I don’t think I can support fighting climate change.”
Fallacy of
Credibility

“My professor, who has a Ph.D. in Astronomy, once told me that ghosts are real. Therefore, ghosts are
real.”

(5.39%) “My minister says the Covid vaccine will cause genetic mutations. He has a college degree, and is a holy
man, so he must be right.”

Equivocation
(2.00%)

“I don’t see how you can say you’re an ethical person. It’s so hard to get you to do anything; your work
ethic is so bad”
“It is immoral to kill an innocent human being. Fetuses are innocent human being. Therefore, it is
immoral to kill fetuses.”

Table 1: Examples of the 13 logical fallacy types in the LOGIC dataset. To illustrate of the potential impact of
learning logical fallacies, we select some examples with neutral impact that we manually identify, and some with
potentially negative impact.

an approach to encourage language models to iden-065

tify these underlying patterns behind the fallacies.066

In particular, we design a structure-aware model067

which identifies text spans that are semantically068

similar to each other, masks them out, and then069

feeds the masked text instances to a classifier. This070

structure distillation process can be implemented071

atop any pretrained language model. Experiments072

show that our model outperforms the best pre-073

trained language model by 5.46% on LOGIC, and074

4.51% on LOGICCLIMATE.075

In summary, this paper makes the following con-076

tributions:077

1. We propose a new task of logical fallacy clas-078

sification.079

2. We collect a dataset of 2,449 samples of 13 080

logical fallacy types, with an additional chal- 081

lenge set of 1,109 climate change claims with 082

logical fallacies. 083

3. We conduct extensive experiments using 12 084

existing language models and show that these 085

models have very limited performance on de- 086

tecting logical fallacies. 087

4. We design a structure-aware classifier as a 088

baseline model for this task, which outper- 089

forms the best language model. 090

5. We encourage future work to explore this task 091

and enable NLP models to discover erroneous 092

patterns of reasoning. 093
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2 Logical Fallacy Dataset094

First, we introduce our data. Our logical fallacy095

dataset consists of two parts: a) a set of common096

logical fallacies (LOGIC), and b) an additional chal-097

lenge set of logically fallacious claims about cli-098

mate change (LOGICCLIMATE).099

2.1 Common Logical Fallacies: LOGIC100

Data Collection The LOGIC dataset consists of101

common logical fallacy examples collected from102

various online educational materials meant to teach103

or test the understanding of logical fallacies among104

students. We automatically crawled examples105

of logical fallacies from three student quiz web-106

sites, Quizziz, study.com and ProProfs (resulting in107

around 1.7K samples), and manually collected fal-108

lacy examples from some additional websites rec-109

ommended by Google search (resulting in around110

600 samples). More data collection and filtering111

details are in Appendix A.2.

# Samples # Sent # Tokens Vocab
Total Data 2,449 4,934 71,060 7,624

Train 1,849 3,687 53,475 6,634
Dev 300 638 8,690 2,128
Test 300 609 8,895 2,184

Table 2: Statistics of the LOGIC dataset.

112
The entire LOGIC dataset contains 2,449 logi-113

cal fallacy instances across 13 logical fallacy types.114

We randomly split the data into train, dev, and test115

sets; dataset statistics are shown in Table 2, and116

the distribution and examples of each type in Ta-117

ble 1. More details of each fallacy type are in118

Appendix A.3.119

Comparison with Existing Datasets Due to the120

challenges of data collection, all previous existing121

datasets on argument quality are of limited size. In122

Table 3, we draw a comparison among our dataset123

and two existing datasets: an argument sufficiency124

classification dataset (Stab and Gurevych, 2017),125

which proposes a binary classification task to iden-126

tify whether the evidence can sufficiently support127

an argument, and another dataset dedicated for a128

specific type of logical fallacy called ad hominem,129

or name-calling (Habernal et al., 2018b) where the130

arguer attacks the person instead of the claim.131

Compared to the existing datasets, our dataset132

has two advantages: (1) we have a larger number133

of claims in our dataset, and (2) our task serves134

the more general purpose of detecting all fallacy135

Dataset # Claims # Classes Purpose
Arg. Suff. 1,029 Binary Detect insufficiency
Ad Homi. 2,085 Binary Detect name calling
LOGIC 2,449 Multiple Detect all fallacy types

Table 3: Comparison of our logical fallacy dataset with
two existing datasets, argument sufficiency classifica-
tion (Stab and Gurevych, 2017) and ad hominem classi-
fication (Habernal et al., 2018b).

Logical Fallacy Type Frequency in Data
Intentional Fallacy 25.58%
Appeal to Emotion 11.37%
Faulty Generalization 10.18%
Fallacy of Credibility 9.90%
Ad Hominem 7.84%
Fallacy of Relevance 7.80%
Deductive Fallacy 6.50%
False Causality 5.11%
Fallacy of Extension 4.91%
Ad Populum 4.55%
False Dilemma 3.80%
Equivocation 1.94%
Circular Claim 0.51%

Table 4: Logical fallacy types and their frequencies in
the LOGICCLIMATE dataset.

types instead of a single fallacy type. These two 136

characteristics make our dataset significantly more 137

challenging. 138

2.2 Challenge Set: LOGICCLIMATE 139

Logical fallacy detection on climate change is a 140

small step towards promoting consensus and joint 141

efforts to fight climate change. We are interested 142

in whether models learned on the LOGIC dataset 143

can generalize well to real-world discussions on 144

climate change. Hence, we collect an extrapolation 145

set LOGICCLIMATE which consists of all climate 146

change news articles from the Climate Feedback 147

website2 by October 2021. 148

For each news article, we ask two different an- 149

notators who are native English speakers to go 150

through each sentence in the article, and label all 151

logical fallacies if applicable. Since directly clas- 152

sifying the logical fallacies at the article level is 153

too challenging, we let the annotators select the 154

text span while labeling the logical fallacies, and 155

we compose each sample using the sentence con- 156

taining the selected text span as logical fallacies. 157

Details of the annotation process are described in 158

Appendix A.4. 159

In total, the LOGICCLIMATE dataset has 1,079 160

2https://climatefeedback.org/
feedbacks/

3

https://quizizz.com/admin/search/logical%20fallacies?sortBy=_score&grade=all&subject=All&langs=English&numQuestions=&duplicates=false&studentQuizzes=false&safeSearch=true&type=quiz
https://study.com/learn/fallacy-questions-and-answers.html
https://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/topic/logical-fallacy
https://climatefeedback.org/feedbacks/
https://climatefeedback.org/feedbacks/


This example matches the following logical form: 
[MSK1] has property [MSK2]. [MSK1] is a subset of [MSK3]. 
Therefore, all [MSK3] has property [MSK2]. 

Structure-Aware Premise

Jack is a good athlete. Jack comes from Canada. 

Therefore, all Canadians are good athletes.

[MSK1] is a [MSK2] . [MSK1] comes from [MSK3] . 
Therefore , all [MSK3] are [MSK2] . 

This is an example of faulty generalization.

Final masked format

Coreference resolution + Calculating cosine similarity between all word
spans (after lemmatization and stop word removal), and linking the word
spans with a cosine similarity greater than the threshold. Replace the label name with the

logical form of the fallacy.

Pretrained NLI Model

[Classification] Whether the input sentence has the given type of the logical fallacy.

Structure-Aware Hypothesis 

Original Premise
Original Hypothesis

Logic-Aware Hypothesis

Logic-Aware Premise

Coref1 is a good athlete . Coref1 comes from Canada .

Therefore , all Canadians are good athletes .

Figure 2: Our baseline model is a structure-aware classifier based on pretrained NLI model, with a structure-aware
premise and structure-aware hypothesis. The structure-aware premise masks the content words to distill the argument
structure. Specifically, we first resolve the coreferences, and then match the lemmatized word spans (excluding
the stopwords) whose contextualized embeddings have a cosine similarity larger than a certain threshold. And the
structure-aware hypothesis uses the standard logical form of the given fallacy type.

samples of logical fallacies with on average 35.98161

tokens per sample, and a vocabulary of 5.8K words.162

The label distributions are in Table 4. We provide163

examples of each fallacy in LOGICCLIMATE in164

Appendix A.5.165

3 A Structure-Aware Model166

The task of logical fallacy classification is unique in167

that logical fallacies are not just about the content168

words (such as the sentiment-carrying words in a169

sentiment classification task), but more about the170

“form” or “structure” of the argument.171

To advance the ability of models to detect falla-172

cious logical structures, we draw inspirations from173

the history of logic (Russell, 2013). If we look into174

the time when Aristotle made his attempt to formu-175

late a systematic study of logical, one of the most176

notable advancements is to move from contents177

to symbols, based on which Aristotle develops a178

system of rules (Gabbay and Woods, 2004). For ex-179

ample, he uses α, β, γ to distill arguments such as180

“Socrates is a man. All men are mortal. Therefore181

Socrates is mortal.” into forms such as “α is a β.182

All β are γ. Therefore, α is γ.”, where the variables183

act as placeholders. After establishing a system of184

valid and invalid argument structures, philosophers185

can refute a fallacious argument by comparing it to186

a list of fallacious logical forms (Aristotle, 2006).187

Based on such inspirations, we propose a188

structure-aware classifier as a baseline model for189

our logical fallacy detection task. We first introduce190

a commonly used classification framework using 191

pretrained models on natural language inference 192

(NLI) in Section 3.1, and then we will propose our 193

structure distillation process in Section 3.2. 194

3.1 Backbone: NLI-Based Classification with 195

Pretrained Models 196

Motivated by the success of adapting NLI for clas- 197

sification tasks with unseen labels (Yin et al., 2019), 198

we choose pretrained language models on NLI as 199

the backbone of our logical fallacy classifier. 200

Specifically, a standard NLI-based pretrained 201

language model for classification takes the sentence 202

to classify as the premise. Then the model com- 203

poses a hypothesis using the template of “This ex- 204

ample is [label name].” The classifier checks 205

whether the premise can entail the hypothesis. This 206

NLI framework makes it easy for pretrained lan- 207

guage models to adapt to unseen class labels such 208

as our logical fallacy types. 209

3.2 Distilling Structure from Content 210

To build a model that encourages more attention 211

to the structure of the text, we modify the premise 212

and the hypothesis provided to the backbone NLI 213

model (as shown in Figure 2): called the structure- 214

aware premise and structure-aware hypothesis. 215

Structure-Aware Premise Inspired by the process 216

how ancient Greek philosophers refute an argu- 217

ment they have heard, we design an argument struc- 218

ture distiller by masking out content words in the 219
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premise (i.e., input text) and outputting a logical220

form with placeholders. In the example in Figure 2,221

“Jack is a good athlete. Jack comes from Canada.222

Therefore, all Canadians are good athletes.”, we223

want the model to pay more attention to the struc-224

ture as opposed to contents such as “good athletes.”225

Thus, we build a distilled argument with placehold-226

ers “[MSK1] is a [MSK2]. [MSK1] comes from227

[MSK3]. Therefore, all [MSK3] are [MSK2].”228

As shown in Figure 2, to distill the premise into229

the logical form, we identify all text spans that230

are paraphrases of each other and replace them231

with the same mask. Specifically, we first conduct232

coreference resolution using the CoreNLP pack-233

age (Manning et al., 2014). Then, to identify word234

spans that are paraphrases of each other, we con-235

sider only non-stop words, lemmatize them via the236

Stanza package (Qi et al., 2020), and represent237

each word by its contextualized embedding gener-238

ated by Sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych,239

2019), and calculate pair-wise cosine similarity.240

When the cosine similarity is larger than a thresh-241

old3, we identify the two words as similar. For242

illustration, we create a link between similar word243

pairs in Figure 2. When there are contiguous se-244

quences of words that are linked to each other (e.g.,245

“good athlete” and “good athletes”), we merge them246

and end up with two multi-word spans that are sim-247

ilar to each other. For each group i of similar text248

spans, we replace them with a mask token [MSKi].249

Structure-Aware Hypothesis NLI-based classifi-250

cation models (Yin et al., 2019) typically compose251

the hypothesis as a template sentence “This is an252

example of [label name].” However, in or-253

der to help our model perform a structure-aware254

matching of the logical fallacy instance, we also255

augment the hypothesis with the logical form for256

the logical fallacy type. For example, the logi-257

cal form for faulty generalization in the example258

in Figure 2 is changed to: “[MSK1] has attribute259

[MSK2]. [MSK1] is a subset of [MSK3]. There-260

fore, all [MSK3] has attribute [MSK2].”261

To look up the logical form of each fallacy, we262

refer to websites that introduce the logical fallacies,263

extract the expressions such as “Circular reasoning264

is often of the form: ‘A is true because B is true; B265

is true because A is true.”’, and compile the logical266

forms using our masking format. We provide the267

list of logical forms in Appendix A.3.268

3We tune the threshold using a manual grid search based
on performance on the dev set

4 Experiments 269

4.1 Experimental Setup 270

Evaluation Metrics Since the nature of the logical 271

fallacy detection task is a multi-label classification 272

with class imbalance, we use micro F1 as the main 273

evaluation metric. Additionally, we also report 274

precision, recall and accuracy. 275

Baselines We test the performance of 12 exist- 276

ing large language models, including five zero- 277

shot models and seven finetuned models. For 278

zero-shot models, we use the zero-shot classifier 279

by transformers Python package (Wolf et al., 280

2020) implemented using RoBERTa large (Liu 281

et al., 2019) and BART large (Lewis et al., 2020) 282

finetuned on the multi-genre natural language in- 283

ference (MNLI) task (Williams et al., 2018). We 284

also include the task-aware representation of sen- 285

tences (TARS) (Halder et al., 2020a) provided by 286

FLAIR (Akbik et al., 2019). Moreover, we also 287

try directly using GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) and 288

GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020). For GPT-3, we de- 289

signed a prompt for the auto-completion function 290

to predict the label of text, and for GPT-2, we calcu- 291

late the perplexity of every possible label with the 292

text and choose the label with the lowest perplexity. 293

See Appendix B.1 for more implementation details. 294

For finetuned baselines, we finetune seven com- 295

monly used pretrained language models on the 296

LOGIC dataset, including ALBERT (Lan et al., 297

2020), BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), BigBird (Za- 298

heer et al., 2020), DeBERTa (He et al., 2021), 299

DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019), Electra (Clark 300

et al., 2020), MobileBERT (Sun et al., 2020), and 301

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). See Appendix B.2 for 302

implementation details. 303

Implementation Details We describe the imple- 304

mentation details of our structure-aware classifier 305

in Appendix B.3. 306

4.2 Main Results 307

We test how well existing language models can 308

address the task of logical fallacy classification, 309

and check whether our proposed model can lead to 310

performance improvement. 311

Zero-Shot Classifiers In Table 5, we first look 312

into some commonly used off-the-shelf zero-shot 313

classification models. Surprisingly, most zero-shot 314

classifiers are not much better than randomly choos- 315

ing a label (i.e., the “Random” baseline in Table 5). 316

The RoBERTa-MNLI classifier and GPT2, which 317
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F1 P R Acc
Zero-shot classifiers directly tested on LOGIC
Random 12.02 7.24 35.00 0.00
TARS 8.62 3.86 6.67 2.33
BART-MNLI 11.05 6.63 33.67 0.00
GPT3 12.20 12.00 12.00 12.00
RoBERTa-MNLI 12.22 7.51 36.00 0.33
GPT2 13.67 13.67 13.67 13.67
Finetuned and tested on LOGIC
ALBERT 12.50 6.67 100.00 0.00
BigBird 15.02 8.61 90.00 0.33
DistilBERT 26.96 22.06 74.00 4.67
MobileBERT 35.68 29.05 71.00 7.33
BERT 45.80 40.73 73.67 18.00
DeBERTa 50.29 45.79 73.00 24.67
Electra 53.31 51.59 72.33 35.66
Electra-StructAware 58.77 55.25 63.67 47.67
Ablation study on the proposed model
Raw Prem. + Str. Hypo. 56.72 54.87 76.67 37.67
Str. Prem. + Raw Hypo. 44.56 39.74 71.00 18.33

Table 5: Model performance on LOGIC by the ascending
order of the main metric, micro F1 (F1). In addition, we
also report the precision (P), recall (R), and Accuracy
(Acc).

achieve 12.22% and 13.67% F1 scores, respectively318

are only marginally better than random guessing.319

Finetuned Models We further look into the effec-320

tiveness of finetuned large language models. The321

model performance is shown in ascending order in322

Table 5. According to our main metric, F1, the best323

language model is Electra, which achieves 53.31%324

F1 scores, followed by DeBERTa which achieves325

50.29%.326

Then, we adopt Electra as the backbone model327

to test our proposed structure-aware classifier (de-328

noted as Electra-StructAware). Our model outper-329

forms Electra by 5.46%, which is a fairly large330

margin. This implies the importance of encourag-331

ing the model to shift its attention to the logical332

form. Our model also achieves the highest exact333

match result, 47.67%, which is 12.01% better than334

the best performance among all language models335

finetuned in the standard way.336

Ablation Study Through the ablation study in Ta-337

ble 5, we can see that raw premise (i.e., keeping338

the original text input) with structure-aware hy-339

pothesis yields 56.72%, which can be attributed to340

the fact that the logical form provides richer infor-341

mation than just the label name. On the contrary,342

the structure-aware premise with the raw hypoth-343

esis of just the label name leads to a much worse344

result, perhaps because the model cannot easily345

F1 P R Freq.

Faulty Generalization 60.24 47.62 81.97 18.01
Ad Hominem 78.65 72.92 85.37 12.33
Ad Populum 79.45 67.44 96.67 9.47
False Causality 58.82 62.50 55.56 8.82
Circular Claim 46.43 35.14 68.42 6.98
Appeal to Emotion 50.00 48.00 52.17 6.82
Fallacy of Relevance 39.22 37.04 41.67 6.61
Deductive Fallacy 25.81 16.67 57.14 6.21
Intentional Fallacy 26.23 17.39 53.33 5.84
Fallacy of Extension 49.18 37.50 71.43 5.76
False Dilemma 55.00 39.29 91.67 5.76
Fallacy of Credibility 58.82 58.82 58.82 5.39
Equivocation 33.33 100.00 20.00 2.00
Overall 58.77 55.25 63.67 100

Table 6: Class-specific performance achieved by Electra-
StructAware. For each class, we report the F1 score,
precision (P), recall (R), and the frequency (Freq.) of the
class in the LOGIC dataset. Note that the Freq. column
is copied from Table 1.

figure out the correspondence between the masked 346

text input and the label name. The ablation study 347

also demonstrates that the best performance of our 348

model comes from the matching between the logi- 349

cal form and the masked text input. 350

4.3 Class-Specific Performance 351

In addition to the overall performance of our pro- 352

posed Electra-StructAware model, we further ana- 353

lyze its class-specific performance in Table 6. 354

Many of the logical fallacy classes can reach F1 355

scores close to the overall F1 of 58.77%. However, 356

there are some logical fallacy types with relatively 357

higher or lower performance. As the prediction 358

performance can depend on both the difficulty of 359

identifying a logical fallacy type as well as the 360

number of training samples for that type, we also 361

provide the frequency (%) of each logical fallacy 362

in Table 6. 363

We can notice that the best-performing classes 364

are ad populum (F1=79.45%) and ad hominem 365

(F1=78.65%), which even outperform the most fre- 366

quent class, faulty generalization (F1=60.24%). A 367

possible reason can be that ad populum can be de- 368

tected often when there are numbers or terms that 369

refer to a majority of people, and ad hominem uses 370

insulting words or undermines the credibility of a 371

person. 372

We further look into logical fallacies that are dif- 373

ficult to learn. For example, among the four logical 374
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F1 P R
Direct Transfer
Electra 22.72 18.68 35.85
Electra-StructAware 27.23 20.46 45.12
Finetuned further on LOGICCLIMATE
Electra (Ft) 23.71 20.86 23.09
Electra-StructAware (Ft) 29.37 17.66 67.22

Table 7: Performance of direct transfer models trained
on LOGIC and tested on LOGICCLIMATE. We also in-
clude additional results of the same two models further
finetuned and tested on LOGICCLIMATE. Since LOG-
ICCLIMATE is a multi-label classification, we omit the
accuracy as it is not applicable here.

fallacies with a similar frequency of 6+% in the375

dataset, namely circular claim, appeal to emotion,376

fallacy of relevance, and deductive fallacy, the one377

that is the most difficult to learn is deductive fallacy378

(F1=25.81%), which has the lowest F1 across all379

13 classes. This might be a combined effect of the380

difficulty of distilling the formal logic from various381

content words in this case, and also that there can382

be several more forms of deductive fallacies which383

are not covered by our approach. This could be an384

interesting direction for future work.385

4.4 Extrapolating to LOGICCLIMATE386

We also test our models on the more challeng-387

ing test set, LOGICCLIMATE, to check how well388

the models can extrapolate to an unseen domain,389

namely claims in climate change news articles. We390

use the two best-performing models trained on391

LOGIC, namely the best language model Electra392

and our proposed Electra-StructAware model.393

In Table 7, the direct transfer performance is cal-394

culated by directly using the two models trained395

on LOGIC and testing them on the entire LOGIC-396

CLIMATE. Although both models drop drastically397

when transferring to the unseen LOGICCLIMATE398

challenge set, our model Electra-StructAware399

achieves the higher performance, 27.23%, and still400

keeps its relative improvement of 4.51% over the401

Electra baseline.402

We also include an additional experiment of fine-403

tuning the two models on LOGICCLIMATE, where404

both show improvements, and Electra-StructAware405

outperforms Electra by a larger margin of 5.66%.406

The detailed setup of this additional experiment is407

in Appendix C.2. As we can see, even the fine-408

tuned numbers are still lower than those of LOGIC,409

so we encourage more future work to enhance the410

out-of-domain generalizability of logical fallacy411

classifiers.412

Correct Predictions
“You should drive on the right side of the road because that
is what the law says, and the law is the law.”
Ground-truth label: Circular claim
“Some kangaroos are tall. Some MMA fighters are tall.
Therefore, some kangaroos are MMA fighters.”
Ground-truth label: Deductive fallacy

Incorrect but Reasonable Predictions
“Drivers in Richmond are terrible. Why does everyone in a
big city drive like that?”
Ground-truth label: Ad hominem
Predicted label: Faulty generalization
“Whatever happens by chance should be punished because
departure from laws should be punished.”
Ground-truth label: Equivocation
Predicted label: Circular claim

Incorrect Predictions
“A car makes less pollution than a bus. Therefore, cars are
less of a pollution problem than buses.”
Ground-truth label: Faulty generalization
Predicted label: Circular claim
“Not that it ever was a thing, really. This debate – as I
argue at some length in Watermelons – was always about
left-wing ideology, quasi-religious hysteria, and ‘follow
the money’ corruption, never about ‘science.’ Still, it’s
always a comfort to know that ‘the science’ is on our side
too. They do so hate that fact, the Greenies.”
Ground-truth label: Ad hominem and the fallacy of ex-
tension
Predicted label: Intentional fallacy

Table 8: Examples of correct predictions, incorrect but
reasonable predictions, and incorrect predictions.

4.5 Error Analysis 413

Next, we analyze our model predictions and com- 414

mon error types. We identify three categories of 415

model predictions in Table 8: correct predictions, 416

incorrect but reasonable predictions, and incorrect 417

predictions. Common among incorrect but reason- 418

able predictions are some debatable cases where 419

multiple logical fallacy types seem to apply, and 420

the ground-truth label marks the most obvious one. 421

For example, “Drivers in Richmond are terrible. 422

Why does everyone in a big city drive like that?” 423

is an example of ad hominem as it is a personal 424

attack against drivers in Richmond, but also has 425

some flavor of faulty generalization from “drivers 426

in Richmond” to “everyone in a big city.” 427

Among the incorrect predictions, we can see 428

the difficulty of identifying the nuances in the 429

logical forms. The sample from LOGIC, “A car 430

makes less pollution than a bus. Therefore, cars 431

are less of a pollution problem than buses.”, at first 432

glance, looks similar to circular reasoning as it 433

seems to repeat the same argument twice. How- 434

ever, in fact, it is a faulty generalization from “a 435

car. . . a bus” to “cars. . . buses.” Another sample 436

from LOGICCLIMATE uses context-specific words 437
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“left-wing ideology, quasi-religious hysteria, and438

‘follow the money’ corruption. . . the Greenies” for439

ad hominem when politically criticizing climate440

change advocates.441

5 Limitations and Future Work442

Some limitations of the current proposed model is443

that it can be effective for text with clear spans of444

paraphrases, but does not always work for more445

complicated natural text, such as the journalistic446

style in the climate change news articles. Another447

limitation is that, in the scope of this work, we only448

explored one logical form for each fallacy type.449

Since there could be multiple ways to verbalize450

each fallacy, future work can explore if the models451

can match the input text to several candidate logical452

forms, and create a multi-way voting system to453

decide the most suitable logical fallacy type.454

Orthogonal to model development, future work455

can also explore other socially meaningful appli-456

cations or extensions of logical fallacy detection,457

such as to validate information and help fight mis-458

information along with fact-checkers (Riedel et al.,459

2017; Thorne et al., 2018), to check whether cog-460

nitive distortions (Beck, 1963; Kaplan et al., 2017;461

Lee et al., 2021) are correlated with some types462

of logical fallacies, to check whether some logical463

fallacies are commonly used as political devices464

of persuasion in politicians’ social media accounts,465

among many other possible application cases.466

6 Related Work467

Logical Fallacies. Logic in language is a subject468

that has been studied since the time of Aristotle,469

who considers logical fallacies as “deceptions in470

disguise” in language (Aristotle, 1991). Logical fal-471

lacies refer to errors in reasoning (Tindale, 2007),472

and they usually happen when the premises are473

not relevant or sufficient to draw the conclusions474

(Johnson and Blair, 2006; Damer, 2009). Early475

studies on logical fallacies include the taxonomy476

(Greenwell et al., 2006), general structure of log-477

ical arguments (Toulmin, 2003), and schemes of478

fallacies (Walton et al., 2008).479

Logic is at the center of research on argumen-480

tation theory, an active research field in both the481

linguistics community (Damer, 2009; Van Eemeren482

et al., 2013; Govier, 2013), and NLP community483

(Wachsmuth et al., 2017b,a; Habernal et al., 2018a;484

Habernal and Gurevych, 2016). The most relevant485

NLP works include classification of argument suf-486

ficiency (Stab and Gurevych, 2017), ad hominem 487

fallacies from Reddit posts (Habernal et al., 2018b) 488

and dialogs (Sheng et al., 2021), as well as au- 489

tomatic detection of logical fallacies using a rule 490

parser (Nakpih and Santini, 2020). 491

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the 492

first to formulate logical fallacy classification with 493

deep learning models, and also the first to propose 494

logical fallacy detection for climate change news. 495

Combating Misinformation. There has been an 496

increasing trend of using NLP to combat misinfor- 497

mation and disinformation (Feldman et al., 2019). 498

Most existing works focus on fact-checking, which 499

uses evidence to verify a claim (Pérez-Rosas et al., 500

2018; Thorne et al., 2018; Riedel et al., 2017). 501

To alleviate the computationally expensive fact- 502

checking procedures against external knowledge 503

sources, some other efforts include check-worthy 504

claim detection (Konstantinovskiy et al., 2018), out- 505

of-context misinformation detection (Aneja et al., 506

2021), while some still need to outsource to man- 507

ual efforts (Nakov et al., 2021). We consider our 508

work of logical fallacy detection to be indepen- 509

dent of the topic and content, which can be an or- 510

thogonal component to existing fact-checking work. 511

The logical fallacy checker can be used before or 512

along with fact-checkers to reduce the number of 513

claims to check against, by eliminating logically 514

fallacious claims in the first place. Logical fallacies 515

also have some intersections with propaganda tech- 516

niques (Da San Martino et al., 2019b,a, 2020a,b), 517

but they are two distinct tasks, since propaganda is 518

more about influencing people’s mindsets and the 519

means can be various types of persuasion devices, 520

and this work on logical fallacies mainly focuses on 521

the logical and reasoning aspect of language, with 522

implications for enhancing the reasoning ability of 523

NLP models. 524

7 Conclusion 525

This work proposed logical fallacy detection as a 526

novel task, and constructed a dataset of common 527

logical fallacies and a challenge set of fallacious 528

climate claims. Using this dataset, we tested the 529

performance of 12 existing pretrained language 530

models, which all have limited performance when 531

identifying logical fallacies. We further proposed a 532

structure-aware classifier which surpasses the best 533

language model on the dataset and the challenge 534

set. This dataset provides a ground for future work 535

to explore the reasoning ability of NLP models. 536
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Ethical Considerations537

The data used in this work are all from public re-538

sources, with no user privacy concerns. The poten-539

tial use of this work is for combating misinforma-540

tion and helping to verify climate change claims.541
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A More Details of the Dataset884

A.1 Dataset Overview for Responsible NLP885

Documentation of the artifacts:886

- Coverage of domains: general domain (e.g.,887

educational examples of logical fallacies), and cli-888

mate change news articles with logical fallacies.889

- Languages: English.890

- Linguistic phenomena: Logical fallacies.891

- Demographic groups represented: No specific892

demographic groups.893

Annotation details:894

- Basic demographic and geographic characteris-895

tics of the annotator population that is the source of896

the data: All annotators are native English speak-897

ers who are undergraduates at a university in the898

US. There are two male annotators and two female899

annotators.900

- How you recruited (e.g., crowdsourcing plat-901

form, students) and paid participants, and discuss if902

such payment is adequate given the participants’ de-903

mographic (e.g., country of residence): We broad-904

cast the recruitment to the undergraduate CS stu-905

dent mailing list at a university. We received a906

large number of applications and selected four an-907

notators. We followed the university’s standard908

payment of 14 USD/hour for each student.909

- How consent was obtained from annotators:910

We explained to the annotators that the data will be911

open-sourced for research purpose.912

- Data collection protocol approved (or deter-913

mined exempt) by an ethics review board: The914

dataset included in this work did not go through915

reviews by an ethics review board.916

- Full text of instructions given to participants:917

We first show to the participants the description918

and examples of the 13 logical fallacy types as in919

Appendix D, and when they are actually annotating,920

the interface screenshots are in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3: Annotation interface for the LOGICCLIMATE
challenge set.

921

Figure 4: Choices of logical fallacy types in the annota-
tion interface of the LOGICCLIMATE challenge set.

Data sheet: 922

- Why was the dataset created: We created the 923

dataset for the proposed logical fallacy classifica- 924

tion task. 925

- Who funded the creation of the dataset: The 926

LOGIC part was collected by the co-authors, and 927

the LOGICCLIMATE part was collected using the 928

funding of a professor at the university. 929

- What preprocessing/cleaning was done: We 930

tokenized the text using the word tokenization func- 931

tion of NLTK.4 932

- Will the dataset be updated; how often, by 933

whom: No, the dataset will be fixed. 934

Additional ethical concerns: 935

- Whether the data that was collected/used con- 936

tains any information that names or uniquely iden- 937

tifies individual people or offensive content: No, 938

the dataset does not contain personal information. 939

- License or terms for use and/or distribution: 940

The dataset is open-sourced with the MIT license, 941

and the intended use is for academic research but 942

not commercial purposes. 943

A.2 Data Filtering Details of LOGIC 944

The data automatically crawled from quiz websites 945

contain lots of noises, so we conducted multiple fil- 946

tering steps. The raw crawling by keyword match- 947

ing such as “logic” and “fallacy” gives us 52K raw, 948

unclean data samples, from which we filtered to 949

1.7K clean samples. 950

As not all of the automatically retrieved quizzes 951

are in the form of “Identify the logical fallacy in 952

this example: [...]”, we remove all instances where 953

the quiz question asks about irrelevant things such 954

as the definition of a logical fallacies, or quiz ques- 955

tions with the keyword “logic” but in the context of 956

other subjects such as logic circuits for electrical 957

engineering, or pure math logic questions. This is 958

4https://nltk.org/
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Fallacy Name Description Logical Form
Faulty Generaliza-
tion

An informal fallacy wherein a conclusion is drawn
about all or many instances of a phenomenon on the
basis of one or a few instances of that phenomenon.
is an example of jumping to conclusions.

[MSK1] has attribute [MSK2]. [MSK1] is a subset
of [MSK3]. Therefore, all [MSK3] has attribute
[MSK2]. (Reference)

False Causality A statement that jumps to a conclusion implying a
causal relationship without supporting evidence

[MSK1] occurred, then [MSK2] occurred. There-
fore, [MSK1] caused [MSK2]. (Reference)

Circular Claim A fallacy where the end of an argument comes back
to the beginning without having proven itself.

[MSK1] is true because of [MSK2]. [MSK2] is true
because of [MSK1]. (Reference)

Ad Populum A fallacious argument which is based on affirming
that something is real or better because the majority
thinks so.

A lot of people believe [MSK1]. Therefore,
[MSK1] must be true. (Reference)

Ad Hominem An irrelevant attack towards the person or some
aspect of the person who is making the argument,
instead of addressing the argument or position di-
rectly.

[MSK1] is claiming [MSK2]. [MSK1] is a moron.
Therefore, [MSK2] is not true. (Reference)

Deductive Fallacy An error in the logical structure of an argument. If [MSK1] is true, then [MSK2] is true. [MSK2] is
true. Therefore, [MSK1] is true. (Reference)

Appeal to Emotion Manipulation of the recipient’s emotions in order to
win an argument.

[MSK1] is made without evidence. In place of evi-
dence, emotion is used to convince the interlocutor
that [MSK1] is true. (Reference)

False Dilemma A claim presenting only two options or sides when
there are many options or sides.

Either [MSK1] or [MSK2] is true. (Reference)

Equivocation An argument which uses a key term or phrase in an
ambiguous way, with one meaning in one portion of
the argument and then another meaning in another
portion of the argument.

[MSK1] is used to mean [MSK2] in the premise.
[MSK1] is used to mean [MSK3] in the conclusion.
(Reference)

Fallacy of Exten-
sion

An arugment that attacks an exaggerated or carica-
tured version of your opponent’s position.

[MSK1] makes claim [MSK2]. [MSK3] restates
[MSK2] (in a distorted way). [MSK3] attacks the
distorted version of [MSK2]. Therefore, [MSK2] is
false. (Reference)

Fallacy of Rele-
vance

Also known as red herring, this fallacy occurs when
the speaker attempts to divert attention from the
primary argument by offering a point that does not
suffice as counterpoint/supporting evidence (even if
it is true).

It is claimed that [MSK1] implies [MSK2], whereas
[MSK1] is unrelated to [MSK2] (Reference)

Fallacy of Credibil-
ity

An appeal is made to some form of ethics, authority,
or credibility.

[MSK1] claims that [MSK2]. [MSK1] are experts
in the field concerning [MSK2]. Therefore, [MSK2]
should be believed. (Reference)

Intentional Fallacy A custom category for when an argument has some
element that shows intent of a speaker to win an
argument without actual supporting evidence.

[MSK1] knows [MSK2] is incorrect. [MSK1] still
claim that [MSK2] is correct using an incorrect
argument.

Table 9: Types of Logical Fallacies along with their descriptions and logical forms.

done by writing several matching patterns. After959

several processing steps such as deleting duplicates,960

we end up with 7,389 quiz questions. Moreover, as961

there is some noise that cannot be easily filtered by962

pattern matching, we also manually go through the963

entire dataset to only keep sentences that contain964

examples of logical fallacies, but not other types of965

quizzes.966

The entire cleaning process resulted in 1.7K967

high-quality logically fallacious claims in our968

dataset. As a reference, for each fallacy exam-969

ple we also release the URL of the source website970

where we extract this example from.971

A.3 Logical Fallacy Types972

As different sources use different names for logi-973

cal fallacies, we composed a set of 13 logical fal-974

lacy categories by conforming to set of logical fal- 975

lacies given by Wikipedia,5 and considering the 976

most common types in the dataset. Therefore, we 977

merged different surface forms of the same log- 978

ical fallacy by listing out the different names of 979

the same logical fallacy introduced on Wikipedia 980

and also provided by educational websites. This 981

leads to a reduction in logical fallacy types. For 982

example, “hasty induction” and “jumping to con- 983

clusions” are merged under the category of “hasty 984

generalization.” We further improve the eventual 985

list by handcrafted rules, and delete data samples 986

that cannot be matched to any of the logical fallacy 987

types in our list. For a small number of remaining 988

logical fallacy names which we cannot resolve au- 989

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_
of_fallacies
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tomatically, we ask human annotators to align the990

names.991

We introduce the detailed description for each992

of the 13 logical fallacy types and their logical993

forms in Table 9. Most the descriptions and logical994

forms are collected from online websites introduc-995

ing these logical fallacies. We provide the link996

of the source websites as references, and in some997

cases, we paraphrase the logical form to make it998

closer to natural text. In addition, we also provide999

the introduction of the 13 types that we compiled1000

for the annotators in Appendix D.1001

A.4 Data Annotation Details of1002

LOGICCLIMATE1003

To ensure good annotation quality, we ask the an-1004

notators to pass a test batch of 65 samples after1005

reading the definitions and examples of the 13 log-1006

ical fallacies in the LOGIC dataset carefully. The1007

test batch consists of 5 randomly selected samples1008

for each of the 13 logical fallacies, and the annota-1009

tors achieve above 85% accuracy. We explained the1010

examples where they did incorrectly and resolved1011

their questions before they started annotating the1012

LOGICCLIMATE test set.1013

Since each sample is annotated by two different1014

annotators, we finalize the ground-truth labels in1015

the following way: The two annotators merge all1016

their annotations, and for places with divergent1017

opinions, they cross-check with the experts’ written1018

reviews on the Climate Feedback website for each1019

article. Specifically, each article is commented on1020

by multiple expert reviewers such as professors,1021

senior scientists and other researchers who explain1022

what is fallacious with the article. If the labels can1023

still not be unified after checking the expert reviews,1024

since the annotators are trained to master the tasks1025

very well (with 5+ hours of training, testing and1026

discussions before the annotation), we let the two1027

annotators have a discussion to decide the final1028

label.1029

A.5 LOGICCLIMATE Examples1030

We also show examples of LOGICCLIMATE in Ta-1031

ble 10.1032

B Implementation Details1033

B.1 Details of Zero-Shot Baselines1034

For the zero-shot classification models, we used1035

pretrained NLI models (Yin et al., 2019) that are1036

default choices of zero-shot classifiers in the trans-1037

formers library (Wolf et al., 2020): BART-MNLI 1038

and RoBERTa-MNLI. For the implementation, we 1039

follow the standard pipeline introduced by hugging- 1040

face.6 1041

For the TARS model (Halder et al., 2020b), we 1042

follow the official documentation.7 All the above 1043

zero-shot classifiers show reasonable performance 1044

on existing datasets.8 1045

For GPT-3, we follow the official guide,9 and use 1046

the following prompt (without additional efforts 1047

on prompt tuning because we do not assume any 1048

training samples for the zero-shot classification 1049

model): “Please classify a piece of text into the 1050

following categories of logical fallacies: [a list of 1051

all logical fallacy types]. 1052

Text: [Input text] 1053

Label:” 1054

We use the default search engine “davinci,” and 1055

the model “curie.” For reproducibility, we set the 1056

temperature to 0 for GPT-3 and all our zero-shot 1057

classification codes use a random seed of 1. 1058

B.2 Details of Finetuned Models 1059

All models are finetuned using the NLI task, as 1060

motivated in Section 3.1. We used a learning rate 1061

of 2−5, and the AdamW optimizer. After hyper- 1062

parameter tuning on the development set, we set 1063

the weights of the entailment class to be 12, and 1064

the other classes to be 1. The models used in our 1065

experiments have between 11M and 140M param- 1066

eters. We train all models using NVIDIA TITAN 1067

RTX machines for less than two GPU Hours. For 1068

reproducibility, we fix the random seed to zero, and 1069

report the statistics of a single run. 1070

At inference time, the NLI process is repeated 1071

for each class label. We map the “entailment” class 1072

of NLI to “fallacy”, and “contradiction” and “neu- 1073

tral” to “non-fallacy.” During inference time, we 1074

make a prediction over the 3 categories for each 1075

class by choosing the argmax of the model’s pre- 1076

dicted probabilities. 1077

Due to the different dataset nature, our LOGIC 1078

is a single-label multi-class classification and the 1079

LOGICCLIMATE is a multi-label multi-class classi- 1080

6https://bit.ly/3E92Mvq
7https://github.com/flairNLP/flair/

blob/master/resources/docs/TUTORIAL_10_
TRAINING_ZERO_SHOT_MODEL.md

8https://github.com/nlptown/
nlp-notebooks/blob/master/Zero-Shot%
20Text%20Classification.ipynb

9https://beta.openai.com/docs/
api-reference/classifications
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Logical Fal-
lacy

Examples

Faulty Gener-
alization

“For decades horticulturalists have pumped carbon dioxide into glasshouses to increase yields. The fossil record shows that a thriving and
diversification of plant and animal life occurs every time the atmosphere had a very high carbon dioxide content. In the past, warming
has never been a threat to life on Earth.”

Ad Hominem “While CO2 levels were continuing to rise, temperatures weren’t. Hence the need for a fallback position — an environmental theory which
would justify the massively expensive and disruptive ongoing decarbonisation programme so assiduously championed by politicians,
scientists, green campaigners and anyone making money out of the renewables business. Ocean acidification fitted the bill perfectly.”

Ad Populum “According to a recent National Economic Research Associates Economic Consulting study, the Paris Agreement could obliterate $3
trillion of GDP, 6.5 million industrial sector jobs and $7,000 in per capita household income from the American economy by 2040.
Meeting the 2025 emissions reduction target alone could subtract $250 billion from our GDP and eliminate 2.7 million jobs. The
cement, iron and steel, and petroleum refining industries could see their production cut by 21% 19%, and 11% respectively.”

False Causal-
ity

“But like most claims regarding global warming, the real effect is small, probably temporary, and most likely due to natural weather
patterns. Any changes in hurricanes over 70 years, even if real, can easily be part of natural cycles — or incomplete data. Coastal lake
sediments along the Gulf of Mexico shoreline from 1,000 to 2,000 years ago suggest more frequent and intense hurricanes than occur
today.”

Circular
Claim

“Even if enough accurate surface temperature measurements existed to ensure reasonable planetary coverage (it doesn’t) and to calculate
some sort of global temperature statistic, interpreting its significance would be challenging. What averaging rule would you use to handle
the data from thousands of temperature-sensing stations?”

Appeal to
Emotion

“There are now, trapped in Arctic ice, diseases that have not circulated in the air for millions of years — in some cases, since before humans
were around to encounter them. Which means our immune systems would have no idea how to fight back when those prehistoric plagues
emerge from the ice.”

Fallacy of Rel-
evance

“But there are also reasons to believe that environmental alarmism will, if not come to an end, have diminishing cultural power. The
coronavirus pandemic is an actual crisis that puts the climate “crisis” into perspective. Even if you think we have overreacted, Covid-19
has killed nearly 500,000 people and shattered economies around the globe.”

Deductive Fal-
lacy

“Indeed, Queensland’s 2014 heat wave paled in comparison to the 1972 heat wave that occurred 42 years of global warming ago. If global
warming caused the 2014 Queensland heat wave, why wasn’t it as severe as the 1972 Queensland heat wave? Blaming every single
summer heat wave or extreme weather event on global warming is a stale and discredited tactic in the alarmist playbook.”

Intentional
Fallacy

“The bottom line is there’s no solid connection between climate change and many major indicators of extreme weather that politicians
keep talking about, such as hurricanes, tornadoes, droughts, rainfall and floods, despite Trudeau’s claims to the contrary. The continual
claim of such links is misinformation employed for political and rhetorical purposes.”

Fallacy of Ex-
tension

“For global warming alarmists, however, a greener biosphere is terrible news and something to be opposed. This, in a nutshell, defines
the opposing sides in the global warming debate. Global warming alarmists claim a greener biosphere with richer and more abundant
plant life is horrible and justifies massive, economy-destroying energy restrictions. Global warming realists understand that a greener
biosphere with richer and more abundant plant life is not a horrible thing simply because humans may have had some role in creating it.”

False
Dilemma

“America is poised to become a net energy exporter over the next decade. We should not abandon that progress at the cost of weakening
our energy renaissance and crippling economic growth.”

Fallacy of
Credibility

“I note particularly that sea-level rise is not affected by the warming; it continues at the same rate, 1.8 millimeters a year, according to a
1990 review by Andrew S. Trupin and John Wahr. I therefore conclude—contrary to the general wisdom—that the temperature of sea
water has no direct effect on sea-level rise. That means neither does the atmospheric content of carbon dioxide.”

Equivocation “Also, the alarmist assertion that polar ice sheets are melting is simply false. Although alarmists frequently point to a modest recent
shrinkage in the Arctic ice sheet, that decline has been completely offset by ice sheet expansion in the Antarctic. Cumulatively, polar
ice sheets have not declined at all since NASA satellite instruments began precisely measuring them 35 years ago.”

Table 10: Examples of the LOGICCLIMATE data.

fication.1081

B.3 Details of Our Structure-Aware Model1082

For the structure-aware classifier, we set the thresh-1083

old of cosine similarity between two text spans to1084

be 0.7, which is tuned using a manual grid search1085

based on performance on the dev set. In the train-1086

ing, we keep the training samples of the original1087

text, and add additional samples using the masked1088

text; in the inference stage, we choose the input1089

format that performs the better on the development1090

set, which is the masked text format.1091

C Additional Experiments1092

C.1 Class-Specific Performance on1093

LOGICCLIMATE1094

For LOGICCLIMATE, we provide class-specific per-1095

formance for the best performing model in Table 11.1096

There is lots of space for future work to improve1097

the performance on this dataset. For error analysis1098

with the current best performing model, we identify1099

the following aspects that make LOGICCLIMATE1100

more challenging than LOGIC. We measure the 1101

complexity and diversity of the dataset by mea- 1102

suring the BLEU score difference with the logical 1103

forms, and find that LOGICCLIMATE (0.18) has 1104

a lower similarity than LOGIC (0.24). The rela- 1105

tively higher complexity and diversity might ex- 1106

plain why the best model only achieves 29.37% 1107

on LOGICCLIMATE. We also find that as LOGIC 1108

has examples that are designed such that students 1109

can classify them, LOGICCLIMATE has fallacies 1110

created by top-level journalists created with the in- 1111

tention that even educated readers will not be able 1112

to detect them. The small size of the dataset might 1113

also be a factor, as we find that the best performing 1114

model achieves a similar performance (34.52%) on 1115

LOGIC when trained on the same amount of data. 1116

We also find that the model struggles on classes 1117

with small amounts of data. 1118

C.2 Finetuning on LOGICCLIMATE 1119

To obtain the performance of Electra-StructAware 1120

vs. Electra after finetuning on the LOGICCLIMATE 1121

dataset, we split the LOGICCLIMATE dataset into 1122
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F1 P R Freq.

Intentional 24.58 100.00 39.46 25.58
Appeal to Emotion 23.40 84.62 36.67 11.37
Faulty Generalization 16.56 96.43 28.27 10.18
Fallacy of Credibility 25.00 45.00 32.14 9.90
Ad Hominem 41.67 66.67 51.28 7.84
Fallacy of Relevance 12.73 31.82 18.18 7.80
Deductive Fallacy 9.32 64.71 16.30 6.50
False Causality 15.15 31.25 20.41 5.11
Fallacy of Extension 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.91
Ad Populum 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.55
False Dilemma 16.67 16.67 16.67 3.80
Equivocation 5.00 20.00 8.00 1.94
Circular Claim 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.51
Overall 29.37 17.66 67.22 8.37

Table 11: Class-specific performance achieved by
Electra-StructAware on LOGICCLIMATE. For each
class, we report the F1 score, precision (P), recall (R),
and the frequency (Freq.) of the class in the LOGIC-
CLIMATE dataset. Note that the Freq. column is copied
from Table 4.

train, dev, and test splits. Dataset statistics are1123

shown in Table 12.

# Samples # Sent # Tokens Vocab
Total Data 1,079 1,463 38,828 5,809

Train 680 891 24,814 4,402
Dev 219 331 8,419 2,229
Test 180 241 5,595 1,707

Table 12: Statistics of the LOGIC dataset.
1124

D Details of All Fallacy Types1125

We list the details of all fallacy types below. We1126

also use this list to guide annotators to identify1127

logical fallacies.1128

Faulty Generalization1129

• Definition: This fallacy occurs when an ar-1130

gument applies a belief to a large population1131

without having a large enough sample to do1132

so.1133

• Example: A New York driver cuts you off in1134

traffic. You then decide that all New Yorkers1135

are terrible drivers.1136

• Synonyms or Subtypes: Slippery Slope,1137

Hasty Generalization, Accident, Fallacy of1138

Division, Error of Division, Error of Com-1139

position, Property in the Whole, Property in1140

the Parts, Causal Oversimplification, Part to1141

Whole, Association Fallacy, Guilt by Associa-1142

tion, Composition Fallacy, Ecological Fallacy,1143

Conjunction Fallacy, False Analogy, Inconsis- 1144

tent Comparison, Package Deal, Overwhelm- 1145

ing Exception, False Equivalence, All Things 1146

Are Equal, McNamara Fallacy. 1147

False Causality 1148

• Definition: This fallacy occurs when an argu- 1149

ment assumes that since two events are corre- 1150

lated, they must also have a cause and effect 1151

relationship. 1152

• Example: We observed an increase in ice 1153

cream sales at the same time as air conditioner 1154

sales increased. Therefore, we can conclude 1155

that selling more ice cream causes more air 1156

conditioners to be sold. 1157

• Synonyms or Subtypes: Post hoc ergo 1158

propter hoc, Cum hoc ergo propter hoc, Re- 1159

gression Fallacy, Consecutive Relation, Magi- 1160

cal Thinking, Gambler’s Fallacy (rarely called 1161

temporal flaw/temporal fallacy), Ludic Fal- 1162

lacy. 1163

Circular Claim 1164

• Definition: This fallacy occurs when an ar- 1165

gument uses the claim it is trying to prove as 1166

proof that the claim is true. 1167

• Example: You must obey the law, because it 1168

is illegal to break the law. 1169

• Synonyms or Subtypes: Circular Reasoning, 1170

Homunculus Fallacy. 1171

Ad Populum 1172

• Definition: This fallacy occurs when an argu- 1173

ment is based on affirming that something is 1174

true because a statistical majority believes so. 1175

• Example: Most people believe that there is a 1176

God, therefore it must be true. 1177

• Synonyms or Subtypes: Appeal to the Pub- 1178

lic, Ad Numerum, Appeal to the Numbers, 1179

Bandwagon Fallacy. 1180

Ad Hominem 1181

• Definition: This fallacy occurs when a 1182

speaker trying to argue the opposing view on 1183

a topic makes claims against the other speaker 1184

instead of the position they are maintaining. 1185

• Example: Person A makes a claim. Person 1186

B says that Person A’s claim is false because 1187

Person A is not a hard worker. 1188
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• Synonyms or Subtypes: Genetic Fallacy, Tu1189

quoque (you too), Bulverism, Poisoning the1190

Well, Appeal to Hypocrisy, Traitorous Critic.1191

Deductive Fallacy1192

• Definition: This fallacy occurs when there1193

is a logical flaw in the reasoning behind the1194

argument, such as a propositional logic flaw.1195

• Example:1196

– Affirming the consequent: If A is true1197

then B is true. B is true. Therefore, A is1198

true.1199

– Denying the antecedent: If A is true then1200

B is true. A is false. Therefore, B is1201

false.1202

– Affirming a disjunct: A or B is true. B is1203

true. Therefore, A is not true.1204

• Synonyms or Subtypes: False Analogy, Af-1205

firming the Consequent, Non-sequitur, Four1206

Terms Fallacy, Affirming the Disjunct, Ar-1207

gument From Fallacy (correct identification1208

of fallacy, but incorrect conclusion), Ap-1209

peal to Probability, Undistributed Middle,1210

Moral Equivalence, Self contradiction, Inter-1211

nal Contradiction, Masked-man Fallacy, Four1212

Terms, Illicit Major, Illicit Minor, Denying1213

the Antecedent, Existential Fallacy, Kettle1214

Logic, Affirmative Conclusion from a Neg-1215

ative Premise, Negative Conclusion from a1216

Negative Premise, Exclusive Premises.1217

Appeal to Emotion1218

• Definition: This fallacy is when emotion is1219

used to support an argument, such as pity, fear,1220

anger, etc.1221

• Example: You should marry me. I know1222

we’re not compatible, but you’re my last1223

chance.1224

• Synonyms or Subtypes: Appeal to Pity, Ap-1225

peal to Fear, Ad baculum (appeal to force),1226

Appeal to Ridicule, Appeal to Gallery, Wish-1227

ful Thinking, Appeal to Consequences, Ap-1228

peal to Spite, Appeal to Force, Appeal to Flat-1229

tery.1230

False Dilemma1231

• Definition: This fallacy is when incorrect lim-1232

itations are made on the possible options in a1233

scenario when there could be other options.1234

• Example: You’re either for the war or against1235

the troops.1236

• Synonyms or Subtypes: Either/Or think- 1237

ing, Black-or-White Fallacy, False Dichotomy, 1238

Nirvana Fallacy, Perfect Solution. 1239

Equivocation 1240

• Definition 1: This fallacy can occur in two 1241

ways: the first is when ambiguous or evasive 1242

language is used to avoid committing oneself 1243

to a position. 1244

• Example: 1245

Speaker 1: Did you torture the prisoner? 1246

Speaker 2: No, we just held him under water for 1247

a while, and then did a mock hanging. 1248

• Definition 2: The second way equivocation 1249

occurs is when the same is word is used in an 1250

argument but with different meanings: 1251

• Example 2: 1252

Speaker 1: We are using thousands of people to 1253

go door to door and help spread the word about 1254

social injustice and the need for change. 1255

Speaker 2: I can’t be a part of this because I was 1256

taught that using people is wrong. 1257

• Definition 3: An equivocation seeks to draw 1258

comparisons between different, often unre- 1259

lated things. 1260

• Synonyms or Subtypes: Uncertain use of 1261

term or concept, Reification, Continuum fal- 1262

lacy, False attribution, Moral equivalence, Et- 1263

ymological Fallacy. 1264

Fallacy of Extension 1265

• Definition: Also known as straw man, this 1266

is when an argument appears to be refuted 1267

by being replaced with an argument with a 1268

similar but weaker argument. 1269

• Example: 1270

Speaker 1: I think we should have single payer, 1271

universal, healthcare. 1272

Speaker 2: Communist countries tried that. We 1273

don’t want America to be a communist country so 1274

we shouldn’t have single payer healthcare. 1275

• Synonyms or Subtypes: Straw man, Sup- 1276

pressed Correlative. 1277

Fallacy of Relevance 1278

• Definition: Also known as red herring, this 1279

fallacy occurs when the speaker attempts to 1280

divert attention from the primary argument 1281

by offering a point that does not suffice as 1282

counterpoint/supporting evidence (even if it is 1283

true). 1284
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• Example: We should move our office to Cali-1285

fornia to expand our potential customers. And1286

the weather is warmer there, which is all the1287

more reason to move there.1288

• Synonyms or Subtypes: Red herring, Two1289

wrongs make a right, Argument to moderation,1290

Moralistic fallacy, Moral equivalence, Logic1291

chopping, Proof by assertion, Argument from1292

silence, Irrelevant material, Relative privation.1293

Fallacy of Credibility1294

• Definition: This fallacy is when an appeal1295

is made to some form of ethics, authority, or1296

credibility.1297

• Example: If mailing a hand-written letter was1298

good enough in the past, then you don’t need1299

those pesky computers (appeal to tradition).1300

• Synonyms or Subtypes: Appeal to author-1301

ity, Appeal to to nature, Naturalistic fallacy,1302

Appeal to tradition, Chronological snobbery1303

(reverse of tradition), Appeal to novelty, Ipse1304

dixit, Etymological fallacy, Appeal to poverty,1305

Appeal to accomplishment.1306

Intentional Fallacy1307

• Definition: This is sort of a “custom-made”1308

category for when an argument has some ele-1309

ment that shows “intent” of a speaker to win1310

an argument without actual supporting evi-1311

dence.1312

• Example: Can you meet to discuss this tomor-1313

row, or are you too busy slacking off? (loaded1314

question - the person who answers with yes/no1315

is cornered into discussing or slacking off)1316

• Extra example: A dating app matches Joe1317

and Jane because they both love the same1318

shows, music, and going to the beach. It did1319

not take into account their 40 year age differ-1320

ence, or that Joe works overnight shifts and1321

Jane works 9-5 (texas sharpshooter).1322

• Synonyms or Subtypes: Texas sharpshooter,1323

Cherry picking, Mcnamara fallacy, No true1324

scotsman, Appeal to ignorance/argument from1325

ignorance, Complex question, Moving the1326

goalposts, Loaded question, Special plead-1327

ing, Hiding information/half truth, Many ques-1328

tions, Incredulity, Divine Fallacy, Quoting out1329

of context, Shifted burden of proof, Ambigu-1330

ous words or phrases.1331
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